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A beautiful book... Perfect to celebrate Mother's Day. As I write this, the exact same hardcover publication is selling in Dymocks at $60! We are
delighted to offer this amazing gift at such an affordable price. For further details regarding this gift line - please see below... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: $7.95

$7.95

GST Inc$0.72

Ask a question about this product  

 

Description 

Our Extraordinary Mothers and Daughters Book - A Truly Impressive Gift

This book is a captivating collection of tales showcasing ambition, resilience, and unstoppable love.

These women have lived extraordinary lives, yet their stories speak to the universal joys and struggles of family bonds.

Whether you're navigating rough patches together, pursuing greatness side by side, or forging your own path, this book offers a treasure trove
of insights and inspiration.

A truly gorgeous book to cherish for a lifetime... includes dozens of Mothers and Daughters stories with highlights, for me, including - Lisa Bonet
& Zoe Kravitz; Terri Irwin & Bindi Irwin; Oracene Price, Venue Williams & Serena Williams; Linda McCartney & Stella McCartney; Judy Garland

& Liza Minnelli; Jada Pinkett Smith & Willow Smith and Diana Jimenez & Salma Hayek Pinault to name just a few.

This keepsake volume features collaged portraits of the iconic women by contemporary artist Natasha Cunningham.
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It will be a touchstone for anyone navigating motherhood or daughterhood.

Book measures 26cm x 21cm x1.7cm - with 136 entertaining pages.

Please note - Due to the size and weight of this item - freight can be very costly... Unfortunately as a result, some remote locations maybe
excluded from our subsidised freight policy.
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